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THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Malta is passing through what one might describe as a crucial transi
tional period. This is the period between colonialism, which by its very
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nature stunts the sense of national identity, and the present period of
independence when so many of us are experiencing both the hazards and
the responsibilities of making decisions of a far reaching nature. Unco
ordinated decisions, those made on the spur of the moment or for a mo
mentary purpose, can be compared to the loose links of a broken chain.
A broken chain is quite u se le ss. You either mend it or throw it away. Si
milarly, unconnected decisions can only be useful when they cease to
be unconnected and are instead inserted into a long-term planning policy
like so many links of a long chain. We have in mind at the moment one
particular link in the chain of national planning. This is education in
particular.
A nation must plan along different lines of a convergent nature be
cause they all move, or must move anyhow, towards the ultimate main
aim of all planning, namely the welfare and prosperity of the people.
Economic prosperity is as essen tial for national well-being as adequate
salaries and wages are for domestic well-being. But economic prosperity
takes care of only one of the many needs of society. Education, even if
like so many essen tial social services it has to be run at a loss which is
more than made up in many other respects, must be very carefully planned
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in order to enable every one of us to level up the society we belong to
so that we may not be, to our great shame, educationally inferior to other
peoples not only in Europe with its long-established traditions but also
to one time African colonies which are investing heavily in Education at
its three levels in order to capture the lo st intellectual mastery of their
country’ s future.
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We are still waiting for a unifying policy which will integrate Maltese
national education pyramidally. The test of w ise, far-sighted planning

NIGREMANCE’ ET ' ES PERIMENTS ’ ,

will be eventually judged by its own resu lts. Good results show good
planning, bad results show bad planning. Planning will be well-directed
if it succeeds in levelling up Maltese society.
The University of Malta has its own important role to play in the future
of our country. Even if we are not always given credit for the experience
many of us have of University education at home and abroad, (no one is a
prophet in his own country — we have not advanced beyond that stage
yet!), it will indeed be a sad mistake if local knowledge based on long
local experience is disregarded as suspect. A really independent people
needs more generous ex ercises in mutual trust!
As an independent people trying to stand on our feet, we must learn
also to trust and support one another enough to pull together and not
asunder in opposite directions.
T he E ditor

AU XIII SIECLE
Par F . C uneN
L ’ auteur anonyme du Roman d’Eustache le Moine attribue à son héros,
pirate fameux du XIII s iè c le , une formation qui prétend ju stifier son re
doutable renom. Il l ’envoie à Tolède suivre de mystérieuses leçons,

(v. 6 s.)
Puis ke de Toulete revint
Où il ot apris nigremanche . ..
Il avoir à Toulete esté,
Tout 1 ivier et un esté,
Aval sous terre en 1 abisme
Où parlait au malfé méisme,
Qui li aprist l ’enghien et l ’art
Qui tout le mont déchoit et art.
Il aprist mil conjuremens,
Mil caraudes, mil espiremens;
II set en l ’espée garder
E t le sautier faire torner,
Et par l ’espaule au mouton
F a is a it pertes rendre à fuison;
Si savoit garder el bachin
Pour rendre perte et larrechin;
Femmes faisait encamuder
Et le s hommes enfant suer.
Il n ’ot homme jusqu’à S. Jake
Qui tant seust de dyodake,
Del firmament ne de l ’esp ère.1
L e poème affirme le pouvoir de l ’ingremanche au v. 288s.:
Car Amaugis par ingremanche
Embla la couronne de Franche.
Le terme d’ingremance est également lié par la rime au mot 'France’
en un passage du Couronnement de Renard, (v. 2953s.).
Droitement de là s ’est viertis
Tant c ’a Toulete en est venus
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